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1. INTRODUCTION
Project Background: Yala, the most visited and the second largest national park in Sri Lanka is
situated in the South-Eastern region of the country facing the Indian Ocean. Spanning across the
Southern and Uva provinces, it is a dry semi-arid climatic region which receives rains mainly
during the Northeast monsoon. Shortage of surface water is a major issue in Yala distracting
wildlife conservation efforts during the dry season; and the most critical factor is the lack of
sufficient water even for the field based Protected Area Managers for their daily usage.
Under the purview of the World Bank funded Ecosystem Conservation and Management Project
(ESCAMP), the Department of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) has submitted a sub project proposal
titled ESCAMP/DWC/YALA WATER/3a-02. The proposal envisages developing water resources to
enhance spatial and temporal availability of the park for the benefit of wild animals and their
habitats, which include the “Rehabilitation of Palatupana Water Tank to Increase Its Water
Holding Capacity” which has been endorsed by the World Bank. Rehabilitation of the Palatupana
tank (Figure 2 and Figure 4) will benefit wildlife as well as the DWC Officials and the visitors who
frequent the Park.

Figure 1: Sanitary facilities provided for field based protected area Managers and Yala visitors at
Palatupana DWC Office area is supplied with water received from Palatupana tank.
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Figure 2: Location map of Palatupana Tank in the buffer zone of Yala National Park
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Water shortages experienced for extended periods in the
area have affected many wildlife and human beings alike.
The rehabilitation of the Palatupana tank will restore the
day to day functions of the DWC office and quarters
established in the park. The image (Figure 3) shows that
the water is pumped out from the tank for bathing and
cleaning purposes of 120 resident DWC officers in the Park
(Figure 1) and hundreds of daily visitors.
Apart from the human consumption, mainly elephants,
deer, crocodiles, hundreds of aquatic birds, and many
other terrestrial and aquatic fauna benefits from the tank.
Figure 3: Pumped Water from Palatupana tank is stored to use in the DWC Office and Quarters
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Figure 4: 1:50,000 Map of the Palatupana Tank and its surrounding

The Palatupana tank is located in the buffer zone of Yala national park, the area is under the
jurisdiction of DWC (Figure 2 and Figure 4). The other main geological and ecological features
adjacent to the tank are Nimalava Sanctuary, Palatupana shallow lagoon (පලටුපාන ග ාඩ කලපුව)
and Platupana sandy beach which are under the preview of the DWC (Figure 2). The Palatupana
saltern that belongs to the Sri Lanka Government, can be identified as one of the main economic
and social features in the area, is located approximately 2.5 km away from the tank (Figure 5).
There are human settlements, private lands, and agricultural practices approximately 1.4 km
away from the tank (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Socially sensitive locations around to the Palatupana tank

Neither human settlements as encroachments nor any farming practices even as chena
cultivation is happening within the DWC territory of Yala or its buffer zone area, and therefore
no social concern arises due to the proposed subproject activity on settlements, encrochments
or livelihoods. none of the marginalized or indigenous groups inhabit within 100 km of the
proposed project site.
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The tank receives water mainly from the Northeast monsoon rain and inter monsoon rains
intermittently but no inlet/river or small water stream to feed the tank. Since the area/tank
belongs to semi aired zone of Sri Lanka, normally it hardly receives water to fulfill its full capacity.

Objectives of the Proposed Sub Project Activity: Constant supply of water for the resident
Protected Area Managers, visitors and wildlife of the Yala National Park.

Figure 6: Surrounding soil mainly consist of sand.

Soil type around the tank mainly consist of sand (Figure 6). Presence of sandy soil and almost flat
land could be factors for low erosion and therefore low turbidity levels and low sedimentation
rates in the tank even during the rainy season does not provide nutrient-rich soil to grow most
of the dry forest tree species densely, mainly consist of randomly scattered bushes (Figure 6)
including කරඳ - Pongamia pinnata, මසන් - Ziziphus mauritiana and ගකාර කහ - Memecylon
umbellatum. Dominant but isolated flora species at the close vicinity of the tank include, ඇහැල Cassia fistula, ගකාගහාඹ - Azadirachta indica, මලිත්තන් - Salvadora persica, මයිල - Bauhinea
racemosa, ගකෝන් - Schleichera oleosa), කුඹුක් - Terminalia arjuna ,පලු - Manilkara hexandra.
However, endemic, endangered or critically endangered flora species were not found adjacent
to the tank.
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Cassia fistula

Ziziphus mauritiana.

Salvadora persica
Among the reptilians, Calotes
calote, Varanus bengalensis and
Crocodylus
porosus
are
dominant
together
with
common species of snakes
which are found in the dry zone
of Sri Lanka. Black tortoise Melanochelys sp. are also
present around the tank.

Varanus bengalensis found adjacent to Palatupana tank
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Crocodylus porosus at Palatupana Tank

Calotes calote on Manilkara hexandra trunk
Avifauna: Terrestrial vegetation around the tank provide ideal habitats for for native birds.
Common bird species of Sri Lanka have been observed (Table 1) around the area during field
observations, but none of the rare, nationally or globally threatened species is observed.
Nocturnal birds were also not identified.
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Table 1: Avifauna species observed around the Palatupana tank area.
No
1
2
3
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Scientific Name
Phalacrocorax niger
Mesophoyx intermedia
Egretta garzetta
Haliastur indus
Merops orientalis
Centropus sinensis
Halcyon smyrnensis
Cexy erithacus
Dicrurus caerulescens
Oriolus xanthornus
Acridotheres tristis
Turdoides affinis
Terpsiphone paradisi
Copsychus saularis
Nectarinia lotenia
Passer domesticus
Vanessus indicus
Pavo cristatus
Mycteria leucocephala
Lonchura Malacca
Ardea cinerea
Spilornis cheela

Ardea cinerea

Common Name
Little cormorant
Intermediate egret
Little egret
Brahminy kite
Little green bee- eater
Greater coucal
White-throated kingfisher
Black-backed kingfisher
White billed drongo
Black-hooded oriole
Common mynah
Yellow billed babbler
Asian paradise flycatcher
Orient magpie robin
Long-billed sunbird
House sparrow
Red-wattled lapwing
Pea-cock
Painted stork
Tricolored munia
Grey heron
Cested serpent eagle

Mycteria leucocephala
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED SUB PROJECT ACTIVITY
Rehabilitation and raising the tank bund by 30 cm and raising the concrete spill by another 30 cm
at the cost of Rs. 13,653,924.19 within 120 days was proposed under the sub-project activities.
Palatupana tank can be considered as a very small water tank (water holding capacity is <50-acre
feet). Total length of the tank is approximately 0.67 km (Figure 7) and minimum and maximum
width is 0.09 km and 0.23 km respectively (Figure 7). Approximate length of the tank bund is 0.11
km (Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11) and Figure 8 shows the topographic map of the area.

Figure 7: Dimensions of the Palatupana tank
2.1. Rehabilitation and Raising the Tank Bund: The tank is currently holding water approximately
40 Acre Feet when it is in its full capacity and no renovation activities were taken place for known
20-25 years. However, the present water storage capacity of the tank is becoming less, which
results in overtopping and spill seepage as the freeboard of the tank is insufficient, hence the
tank bund of Palatupana tank will be raised to increase the water storage capacity. It was decided
to raise the height of the bund by 30 cm as it seems to be very much essential. The topsoil of the
existing bund will be removed by 30 cm as depict in the Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure
12 below, and also removed top soil shall be spread over the downstream appropriately under
10
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supervision of the Project Engineer. Required soil for raising the bund shall be obtained from the
YNP as per guidelines introduced by the Park Warden and the Project Engineer. Necessary
precautions will be taken to minimize jungle clearance along the bund during the restoration
work. No any tree above 30 cm Diameter at Brest Hight shall be felled or removed. The slope of
the tank bund shall be kept as 1: 4 to facilitate wildlife movement, enhance grazing area for small
herbivorous and to increase the freeboard capacity of the tank.

Figure 8: Topographic Map of Palatupana
2.2. Raising the Concrete Spill – Concrete spill of the tank will be raised by 30 cm using a concrete
structure to increase the water retention capacity of the tank. Raising of both tank bund and spill
by another 30 cm may increase the water holding capacity of the tank. According to the
understanding of the Irrigation Engineer-DWC, increasing this amount of water capacity will not
11
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cause for hazard or damage to the area due to inundation because at present overtopping and
spill seepage is experienced as the freeboard of the tank is insufficient. Further, topography of
the area (Figure 8) facilitates excess water flow towards Palatupana shallow lagoon/sea because
the tank’s topography ranges between 2.51 to 3 m and the lagoon side/sea side including spill
out let of the tank topography ranges between 0.51 m to 1 m (Figure 8). But the Northern side
of the tank where mainly scrub jungle and sandy soil is present shows high elevation 3.51 – 4 m
(Figure 7 and Figure 8) than the tank and southern lagoon side. Further, as there is simultaneous
bund raising with spill raising, possibility of bund overtopping by floods will be ruled out.
Therefore, potential increase of the existing inundation area due to raising of the spill will not
cause for water stagnation and create concerns on ecological resources of the northern side of
the tank. Any negative social concern is also not expected due to minimum human caused
activities adjacent to the tank or the tank is used only by the DWC officers.
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Figure 9: Longitudinal Profile of Tank Bund from 0 to 375 m
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Figure 10: Longitudinal Profile of Tank Bund from 375 to 775 m
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Figure 11: Longitudinal Profile of Tank Bund from 775 to 1140 m
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Figure 12: Designed Cross Sections of Tank bund
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However, if it is required to determine the current and future inundation area, detailed tank bed
and component level survey is needed to exactly determine the present inundation at HFS, Full
Supply Level (FSL) and the future inundation. To exactly determine this effect a detailed
hydrological study i.e. a flood study should be carried out. A detailed topographic survey of the
tank component and tank bed is needed and carrying out such a survey will be difficult because
of mud flaps, elephants, and crocodiles in and around the tank. No hydrological studies are
possible without the tank survey.
Since there is no topographical or level data is available for the tank e.g. Full Supply Level-FSL (i.e.
the present spill level), High Flood Level -HFL, and the Bund Top Level-BTL. The topography of the
tank area was approximately determined using the 20m resolution Digital Elevation Model and
it is seen that the tank area levels are mostly 2.5m to 3mm MSL.
The surrounding territory is consisting mainly with sand and less vegetation cover. No critical
habitat types, fauna or flora were found around except adapted species to the surrounding
physico-chemical and biological conditions.
Note** Desilting or any kind of excavation of the tank bed shall not be carried out under this
contract.
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3. ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN (ESMP)

Ecological/environmental and/or social concerns may rise during proposed rehabilitation works,
thus implementing suitable measures to mitigate negative impacts/reduce the effects of negative
impacts are essential. The comprehensive environment and social management plan (ESMP)
prepared in this regard, is attached below (Table 2). This shall be implemented mainly by the
contractor and monitored by the DWC and the Project Management Unit (PMU) during the sub
project implementation and operational phases. ESMP recommendations/guidelines shall be
attached to the relevant Bid Document and contract document for its optimum implementation.
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Table 2: Environment and Social Management Plan

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT
PLAN
REHABILITAION OF PALATUPANA WATER
TANK
YALA NATIONAL PARK.
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

ECOSYSTEM CONSERVATION AND
MANAGEMENT PROJECT
ESCAMP/DWC/YALA WATER/3a-02
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Contact Details of Responsible Officers
Position
Name

Postal Address

Assistant Director

DWC, Southern Region

Park Warden
Engineer - DWC
Project Engineer PMU
Technical Officer PMU
Safeguard Consultant ESCAMP
Environment Officer ESCAMP
Social Officer ESCAMP

Channa
Suraweera

S.
M.
M. DWC, Jayanthipura,
Siriwardhana
Battaramulla
Mathiyaparan
Engineering Division, DWC.
S.H. Dayananda

Engineering Division, DWC.

Dunstan
Fernando
Sameera
Pemarathne
G.D.S. S.
Samarathunge

ESCAMP, Sampathpaya,
Battaramulla
ESCAMP, Sampathpaya,
Battaramulla
ESCAMP, Sampathpaya,
Battaramulla

Contact
Number
071818103
0
076668960
7
077284941
3
071386677
5
077302109
5
071993813
8
071807255
8

Note:
1.
The Bidder is requested to refer to the mitigation measures carefully mentioned below
and costing as required in the relevant column to implement the mitigation measures which are
mentioned under the responsibility of contractor. ESMP implementation cost shall be included
into the BoQ grand total. Implementing mitigation measures is utmost obligatory under this
contract.
2.
FPAM of the YNP are responsible together with assigned Officers from the PMU and DWCHO, for supervision and monitoring of ESMP implementation. The PMU is further expected to
provide a monitoring format to the FPAMs to keep records on monitoring and supervision.
3.
Conducting awareness and training programs for DWC FPAMs to build their capacity on
monitoring and supervision of this ESMP, shall persist under the responsibility of the PMU
safeguard team.
4.
The contractor and his workforce shall be made aware of implementation of this ESMP
by the Safeguard Consultant – ESCAMP before they mobilize to the worksite.
5.
Further, this EMPs shall be made available to the public (in accordance with the World
Bank’s policy on Access to Information) by the PMU, prior to tendering of works contracts
through the website of the project.
Required cost for monitoring and supervision shall be computed by the Safeguard Consultant –
ESCAMP with assistance of the Park Warden – Yala National Park and funds are made available
for the monitoring and supervision team of Yala NP.
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7.

MITIGATION PLAN
No.

Mitigation Measures

Project phase/
Locations

Mitigation
cost

Institutional Responsibility
Implementation
Supervision

1: GENERAL SAFEGUARDS ON SMALL WATER SOURCES REHABILITATION IN PAs
1.1
Any live aquatic fauna including all before site
Monitoring
WLR – YNP
stages of the life cycle and adjacent preparation/con and
WG – YNP
terrestrial fauna that can be struction works supervision
EO - PMU
vulnerable due to construction begin
cost
works and their nests shall be
relocated by adhering into
guidelines of DWC.
1.2
Slope of the tank/pond bund/dike Designing phase ENG -PMU
shall be built at the ratio of 1:3 or
TO -PMU
1:4
to
facilitate
easy
access/movement for wild animals
and enhance grass availability on
the bund for small herbivorous.
1.3
Trees/bushes shall be planted Post
Engineering
Contractor
around the tank/bund/spill to Construction
cost
reduce the loss of evaporation, phase
facilitate roosting sites and
enhance aesthetic beauty
1.4
Removed top soil from the tank Designing phase Engineering
Contractor
bund shall not be taken out of the & construction
Cost
PA, and shall be reused or phase.
flattened at down stream
1.5
Measures to avoid/minimize dust; Entire
Engineering
Contractor
construction
cost
 Covering the vehicles
period and
carrying dusty materials.
construction
 Spraying of water where
sites
necessary
21

Monitoring
Frequency

Monitoring/
Supervision
Cost (Rs.)

Monitoring
Indicator/s

PW – YNP
ESSC – PMU

-

-

1. Number of
animals/eggs/nes
ts relocated.

ESSC - PMU

-

-

-

PW - YNP
WLRs - YNP
EO - PMU

Biweekly

-

TO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

1. no of species
planted
2. no of
trees/buses
planted
-

WLR - YNP
EO - PMU
SO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

1. No of
complains
received
2. Number of
observations

ESCAMP/DWC/YALA-WATER/3a-02
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made/ cases
reported
2: IMPACTS ON FAUNA
2.1

Poaching/hunting of animals by Entire
any worker who enters into the construction
YNP, shall not be allowed under period
this contract

-

WG - YNP
Contractor

ESSC - PMU
PW - YNP

Dailey
monitoring

2.2

Limit activities day time from 8.00 Entire
am to 5.00 pm in the dry season of construction
the year
period and
construction
site.
Equipment which may produce
Entire
noise and vibration, used for
construction
earthmoving and concrete mixing period and
shall be limited, as much as
construction
possible within the site.
site.

-

Contractor

WG - YNP
EO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

Contractor

PW - YNP
WLRs - YNP

Frequent
monitoring

Vehicles travelling in and out of the
PA including Nimalawa sanctuary
should maintain low speeds (10 15 kmh-1), when transporting
materials or equipment in order to
avoid disturbing the wildlife and to
avoid risk of accidents.
In the event the road within the
YNP is blocked by wildlife, the
contractor shall not disturbed
wildlife with noise or other means
until they move away from the
path,

-

2.3

2.4

Site
preparation,
construction,
material
transportation
stages and
construction
sites.

Contractor
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WLR - YNP
WG - YNP

Random
monitoring

1.No of
complains
received
2. Number of
observations
made
1. Number of
observations
made

Rs.
……………….
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/
WGs)

1.No of
complains
received
2. Number of
observations
made
1. Number of
reported deaths
of wild animals
during the
construction
period.
2. Number of
complaints
received
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2.5

Tooting of vehicle horns shall not
be permitted.

2.6

All works shall be carried out in
such a manner that the destruction
or disruption to fauna and their
habitats is minimised. The PW and
/ or WLRs may create awareness
on this for the contractor and
workforce.

3: IMPACTS ON FLORA
3.1
All works shall be carried out in a
manner that the destruction to the
flora and their habitats is
minimised. Trees and vegetation
shall be felled /removed/pruned
only if that impinges directly on the
permanent works or necessary
temporary works. Areas of shrubs
and trees that should be removed
shall be marked by the DWC. In all
such cases contractor shall take
prior approval from the PW and
such activities shall be performed
under the supervision of WLRs or
WGs only.

material
transportation
stages,
construction
period &
construction
sites
Before
commencing
the field
implementation.

-

Contractor

PW - YNP
WLR - YNP

Frequent
/daily
monitoring

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost.

PW- UNP
ESSC-PMU

EO - PMU
WLR - YNP

Biweekly
monitoring

1. Rs.
……………….
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/
WGs)

1.Number of
cases reported
2. Number of
complaints
received
3. Number of
observations
made

Entire
construction
period at the
construction
site and
immediate
surroundings

-

Contractor

PW - YNP
WLR - YNP

Frequent
monitoring

Rs………
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/
WGs)

1. Number of
trees felled or
removed
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1. Number of
cases reported
2. Number of
complaints
received
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3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Ensure that all trees and
vegetation essential to be removed
shall be marked prior to clearance
by a WLR/WG under supervision of
PW, and strict control on clearing
activities will be implemented to
ensure minimal clearance.
Endemic/rare/threatened/endang
ered plant/tree species shall not be
permitted to be felled/removed or
pruned. Such species shall be
identified by the DWC Officers
before the contractor mobilize the
site.
Required
soil/gravel
for
rehabilitation of tank bund, should
be obtained from the NP under the
permission of DWC, in such case,
clearing of surface vegetation
in/around soil/gravel burrow sites
shall be carried out without
damaging the surface grass cover
around the barrow site. Therefore,
such activities shall be performed
under instruction of PW and
supervision of WLRs/WGs only.
Vehicles transporting Material,
machinery and equipment shall be
used and stationed only in the
areas of work under the
recommendation of the WLRs and
in
any
other
area

Site preparation /
material
transportation
period
&
construction
sites.

WGs-UNP
Contractor

Before physical implementation
of the project
activities.
construction
sites
&
immediate
surroundings
Material
sourcing, entire
construction
period and
gravel/soil
sourcing site.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites

-
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PW - YNP
EO - PMU

Periodical
Monitoring

Rs…………..
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/
WGs)

1. No of trees
marked &
removed
2. Area (ha/m2)
of vegetation
cleared

PW/ESSC/WLR ESSC - PMU
s/WGs/EO

-

-

1. Number of
Endemic/rare/th
reatened/endan
gered plant/tree
species found &
marked.

Contractor
TO - PMU

WLR - YNP
WG - YNP
EO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
material
sourcing

Rs…………….
(travelling
cost of
WLRs/WGs)

-

Contractor

WLR - YNP
WG - YNP
TO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
material
transporting
&

Rs…………….
(travelling
cost of
WLRs/WGs)

1. Number of
designated areas
for vehicle
station
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3.6

designated/approved by the PW
within the PA.
Ensure that transporting of
material is restricted to
established tracks and roads only,
and off-road transportation is
strictly prohibited.

construction
period.
Frequent
monitoring

Material
Transporting,
entire
construction
period &
construction
sites
CONCERN 4: SPREDING OF INVASIVE SPECIES
4.1
Materials such as soil, sand & Material
gravel used as construction /gravel/soil/sou
material, may be obtained from rcing sites
the YNP under the approval of PW.
Identified borrow sites/ quarry
sites shall be inspected in order to
ensure that none of the invasive
plant species are present around.
Initial inspection on presence of
invasive species around the
identified borrow sites shall be
carried out before obtaining the
materials from the site. This shall
be done under instruction and
supervision of PW-only.
4.2
All borrow site should be
after material
rehabilitated appropriately after
sourcing
use as guided by the ENG.

-

Contractor

WLR - YNP
WG - YNP
TO - PMU

-

Contractor

WLR - YNP
ESSC - PMU
EO - PMU
ENG - PMU

Engineering
cost

Contractor

TO – PM
ESSC - PMU
ENG - PMU

During the
work in
progress

-

4.3

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLR - YNP
WG - YNP
TO – PMU
EO - PMU

Daily
monitoring

-

Vehicles entering the park with
any material should be covered.

Entire
construction
period and

25

-

1. Number of
observations
made/ cases
reported on off
road/track
transportation

Rs. ………….
Travelling
cost for
WLR/WG

1.Number of
borrow sites
rehabilitated
2.Area and depth
of barrow site/s
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4.4

Wheel washing of vehicles are not
allowed inside the PA/working
area.

4.5

Vehicle washing should be
conducted periodically (outside
the park) to prevent carrying any
invasive species from outside.
Any invasive plant species present
in or around the work site shall be
removed and discarded/destroyed
appropriately

4.6

4.7

The construction site and the
vicinity
shall
be
inspected/monitored periodically
at least for 6 months even after
completion of the construction
activities to ensure that no invasive
species are established themselves
at the site.
5: SOIL PROTECTION
5.1
Top soil at the immediate vicinity
of any construction location
(except from the tank bund) shall
not be removed without written
permission form the PW - YNP. and
If it is essential to remove, such an
activity shall be carried out under
the supervision of the WLRs/WGs.

construction
sites.
Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites
Entire
construction
period &
outside the park
Site preparation
& construction
period

-

Contractor

WLR - YNP
WG - YNP
TO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

-

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WG - YNP
TO - PMU
EO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

1.Records on
vehicle washing

Engineering
cost

Contractor
EO-PMU
WRLs-UNP

PW - YNP
ESSC - PMU

Weekly
monitoring

-

after completing the physical
construction

EO-PMU
WRLs-UNP

PW - YNP
ESSC - PMU

Biweekly
monitoring

Rs…………….
(travelling
cost of
WLRs)

1.Number of
species removed
2.Number of
invasive plants
removed
1. Safeguard
monitoring
reports

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites

Contractor

TO - PMU
WLG – YNP
EO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
site
preparation.

Rs………
(travelling
cost of
WLRs/WDs)

-
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and/or area of
top soil removed
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5.3

Proposed work (tank bund
rehabilitation and raising of the
spill) shall be implemented during
the dry period.
All fill shall be sufficiently
compacted as guided by the ENG
&TO to minimize potential erosion.
All exposed soil areas shall be
stabilized and revegetated as soon
as possible on completion of works
to prevent potential future
erosion.

6. ARCHAEOLOGICAL CHANCE FINDS
6.1
In case of finding an archeological
remain, the contractor is obliged to
stop the works immediately and
inform the ENG, TO, WLG or any
other officer from the DWC/PMU
of the available remain at the
vicinity.
Any antiquity, structures and other
remain/items of geological or
archaeological
interest
etc.
discovered on the site and/or
during rehabilitation work shall be
returned to the PW or ENG.
Rehabilitation/construction
activities shall be restarted only
after obtaining the ESSCs and PW’s
approval.

Pre-construction Engineering
period where
cost
the
rehabilitation
sites identified
as soil
conservation
measures are
needed.

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU
ESSS - PMU
EO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

Rs. ………….
for
travelling
cost for
DWC
officers

1. Number of
evidences of
significant riling,
gullies or other
instances of runoff erosion

during site
preparation/obt
aining barrow
materials form
the
park/constructio
n period

Contractor

PW - UNP
ENG - PMU
ESSC - PMU
TO – PMU
EO - PMU

daily
monitoring

1.Rs.
………….. as
awareness
for
contractor
and
workforce
2. Rs.
…………. For
travelling
cost for
DWC
officers

1.Number of
chances find
occasions
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8. LABOUR CAMPS
8.1
Labour camps shall not be allowed Entire
within the YNP under this contract. construction
period and
construction
sites.
9: SAFTY
9.1 FIRE PROTECTION
9.1.1 No storage facilities shall be
established inside the YNP.
In any case, any lubricant, fuel or
any chemical substance, any other
solvent should not be brought to
the site for any purpose without
receiving written permission from
the PW.
Waste oil, other petroleum
products
and
untreated
wastewater
shall
not
be
discharged on ground/within the
YNP.
Collected all waste/spoils shall be
taken away from the Park, under
supervision of WLR/WG.
No one will be allowed to engage in
cooking, smoking during working
hours or bringing cigarettes,
matchboxes or any other smoking
material/apparatus etc. into the
sites.

Engineering
cost

Contractor

PW - UNP
WLR - UNP

Periodical
monitoring
during the
construction
period.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.

-

Contractor

PW - YNP
WLR - YNP
EO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

1. Number of
incidents
recorded on
forest fire

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.

-

Contractor

PW - UNP
WLRs - UNP

Every day

-

Engineering
cost

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLR – UNP

Every day

1. Number of
cases/incidents
related to forest
fire, happened.
2. Number of
observations
made
1. Number of
locations & fire

Fire control equipment and Entire
prevention system should be construction
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2. No of
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established especially at the labour period and
camps. Ex: Fire Extinguishers
construction
sites.
9.3
WORKER SAFETY
9.3.1 All reasonable precautions shall be Entire
taken to prevent danger of the construction
workers such as preventing wildlife period and
attacks, falling to excavated pits, construction
contacts with unsafe power supply sites
lines etc.
9.3.2 The Contractor shall provide Entire
personal protective equipment to construction
the workers such as safety goggles, period and
helmets, masks, boots, sanitizer construction
etc. to protect from accidents and site
COVID 19 pandemic.
9.4 VISITOR SAFETY
9.4.1 The Contractor shall be responsible Entire
for providing necessary warnings construction
or awareness notices in three period
languages to Park visitors; along
the roads and at the construction
site.
10. GRIEVANCE REDRESS
10.1 Internal grievances from the Entire
contractor’s’ work force such as construction
complaints pertaining to amount period and
of
wage,
salary,
other construction
remuneration as per agreed site
amount, gender discrimination,
health and safety issues, extended
working
hours
shall
be
documented and addressed as per

extinguishers
established

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLR - UNP
SO - PMU
EO - PMU

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLR - YNP
SO - PMU
EO - PMU

Construction
cost

Contractor

WLR - YNP
SO - PMU
WG -YNP

Random
Monitoring

-

PW
SO
ESSC

PD-ESCAMP
AD - DWC

Once a
week
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registry of the
project
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the guidelines stipulated in the
Grievance Redress Mechanism of
the ESCAMP.
Any grievances related to the sub
project
activity
or
its
implementation from the DWC
Officers – Yala shall be taken into
consideration and addresses as per
the guidelines stipulated in the
Grievance Redress Mechanism of
the ESCAMP.
10.2

External grievances related to
transportation
and
traffic,
accidents, dust pollution, impact
on community/visitors’ health,
disturbances to locals due to
migrant workers, increase of any
kind of environmental pollution in
the project impact zone shall be
documented and addressed as per
the guidelines stipulated in the
Grievance Redress Mechanism of
the ESCAMP.

11. OTHER MATTERS
11.1 All necessary approvals, permits
and licenses required by the state
and local legislation will be
obtained
prior
to
the
commencement of construction.
All approvals, permits and licenses

Entire
construction
period and
construction
site

-

PW
SO
EO
ESSC

PD-ESCAMP
AD - DWC

Once a
week

-

before
beginning
physical
implementation

-

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU
PW - YNP

Random
monitoring

-
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11.2

11.3

shall be maintained and complied
with during the construction
period. Should there be any
changes to the project which
would require additional permits
or licenses, these shall be
obtained.
Children who are under 14 years
shall not be hired for any project
activity and who are below 18
years shall not be engaged in any
risky or heavy work.
A first aid kit shall be provided at
every workplace.,.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.
Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.

-

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU
PW - YNP
WLR - YNP

Random
monitoring

-

-

Contractor

TO - PMU
WLR - YNP

Random
monitoring

--

-

Total Cost for Implementing the EMP (has to be filled by the Bidder) Rs.
Total Cost for Monitoring the EMP (to be filled by the ESSC-ESCAMP & PW-YNP-DWC) Rs.
Total cost for implementing and monitoring the EMP Rs.

END OF THE ESMP
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